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NOTE : At times, due to unforeseen circumstances, the scheduled events may have to be cancelled or rescheduled for which PAM Secretariat would normally 
inform the registered attendees/participants accordingly. In order to avoid causing any inconvenience to members due to any last-minute changes, we strongly 

recommend that members to call PAM at 03 2202 2866 (PAM Centre) for  confirmation of the scheduled events or visit PAM website at www.pam.org.my. 

 

Speaker Biography :  
 
Ar.David Cheah APAM, APPM, FCIArb is an Architect, Urban 
Planner, Adjudicator, Mediator and Chartered Arbitrator.               
He believes that due to the nature of construction and the          
multiplicity of players in the  construction industry, it will be        
unavoidable for consultants to be involved with dispute resolution, 
in one way or another. Although the best form of dispute resolution 
is dispute avoidance, it’s easier said than done.  
 
Synopsis : 
 

 What is CIPAA? – overview and procedure  

 Architect’s role 

 Practical issues/ difficulties – complicated, inefficient  

Speaker Biography :  
 
Dr. S. Nadarajah : B.Sc.(Eng.)(Hons.) & Ph.D. (Engineering) Kings    
College London, LLB (Hons.)(London); Adjudicator, Arbitrator,     
Mediator, Patent Agent, FCIArb & FAIADR.  He is currently an    
Advocate & Solicitor of the High Court of Malaya  He has also been 
involved in arbitration and adjudication (as counsel and referee), as 
counsel in litigation and has rendered an expert determination for 
AIAC’s first such appointment (for an ad hoc matter).  
He also has construction industry experience, e.g at Berjaya Times 
Square 
 
 
Synopsis : 
 

 Guidance from the courts 

 The umbrella of natural justice 

 Excess of jurisdiction 

 Difficult situations in practice encountered by parties and             
Adjudicator 
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Time 
9.00am - 12.30pm 
(Registration 
will comence 
at 8.30am. 
Participants 
are required 
to be seated 
by 8.55am) 
 
Venue 
Dewan President, 
Level 2 
PAM Centre 
Jalan Tandok 
59100, Bangsar  
Kuala Lumpur 
 
Registration Fees 
PAM Members : 
FOC 
Non Members : 
RM 64.00  
NON PAM  
Student  
Members : 
RM 10.00        
 

LAM CPD 
points  

 PAM Member 

 Non PAM Student Member  Non PAM Member 

 PAM Student Member 

Organized by : 
 
 

REGISTRATION FORM 

Program : 
8.45am – 9.15am  :  Registration 
9.15 am  : Start : Panelist 1 – Ar.David Cheah 
10.15 – 10.45am  :  Coffee/ tea break 

10.45 – 11.45am  :  Panelist 2 – Dr.S. Nadarajah 
12noon to 12.30  :  Forum discussion / Q&A 
12.45 pm  :  END 

 

Please reply by fax to PAM Secretariat, PAM Centre @ Jalan Tandok, 
Bangsar at fax no : 03-2202 2566 or email to naniey@pam.org.my or   
nurulhuda@pam.org.my 

Synopsis  
CIPAA : To infinity and beyond? 
(Adjudication : Faster, cheaper & better? or a meaningless remedy?) 
 
Late payment or non-payment are age old issues in the construction industry. The Construction Industry 
Payment and Adjudication Act 2012 (“CIPAA”) came into operation on 15 April 2014 to provide a       
mechanism for speedy dispute resolution through adjudication, and to speed up payment in the         
construction industry.  
 
Anecdotal evidence clearly indicates that adjudications have been increasing and working well in the 
construction industry.  In its early years, “teething problems” were encountered with the adjudication 
process, however recent court decisions have dramatically altered the landscape of adjudication. 
 
This talk will present an overview of CIPAA, the understanding of the process and limitations of          
adjudication, the extent the intentions of Parliament have been interpreted or encouraged by the Courts.  
 
And there will be a discussion on some of the current issues with CIPAA, with examples of breach of 
natural justice and excess of jurisdiction and the effectiveness of adjudication as a dispute resolution 
mechanism. 
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